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an arrangement of the song of the same name by songwriter Mikel Laboa.n On April
26, 1937, Guernica was destroyed by a long German-Italian air raid. Since 1929, work

has been carried out here to organize the production of synthetic rubber, and since
1932, experiments have begun at the city power plant to produce artificial gasoline

(plastic). In protest against the destruction of Guernica, Antonio Pacheco, a professor at
the University of Barcelona, â€‹â€‹created the Crow group, which consisted of

students and other members of left-wing organizations. Later, the famous philologist
Jose Correas recalled that "these ..." enterprising guys "were somewhat aggressive,

despite the law faculty ...". As a result, in 1934, the leaders of the "Crow" had a desire
to introduce their group into one of the police stations in Barcelona. "We went to the

police 'barn' and behaved as if we had come there ... We were one of the biggest groups
in Barcelona," Correaz recalled. As a consequence, one of the members of the group
was arrested in December 1936, and his comrades-in-arms got into a fight with the

police the next day. This was immediately reported to the headquarters of the "Ravens",
and in response to this, members of this group "Blanque" (then called "dogs of war")
killed an 18-year-old student named Antonio Palacio. Years later, a representative of
the Crows told the Spanish police that the members of the Crows and the anarchists

who were in the police stations were wearing masks, which made it possible for them to
blockade the police stations and hold demonstrations with a demonstration of their

slogans. In March 1937, simultaneously with the Blue March, anarchist radicals
launched the Unity Manifesto (founded in 1906 by the French anarchist Marcel

Marceau, since 1927 known as the Popular Front / Popular Front. S.-Pb., 1997. P. 168 /
As a result of the clashes, two anarchists were killed, several people were injured, after
which an ambulance arrived at the scene. The police units of Barcela were alerted. The

anarchists continued to scatter leaflets, destroy shop windows, set fire to buildings.
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Workers from nearby cities joined the "March of Unity" People gathered in groups on
the station square, women cried, children waved handkerchiefs.
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